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The power to sentencing suggestion constitutes as part of procuratorial 
organ’s public prosecution, the legitimacy of which is theoretically and 
practically unquestionable. In its notification appealing for actively promoting 
the reform of standardization of sentencing and making comprehensive efforts 
on sentencing suggestion, the Supreme People’s Procuratorate, in 2010, 
committed itself to introduce sentencing suggestion among all procuratorial 
organs over the country. In November 2010, the Supreme People’s Court, the 
Supreme People’s Procuratorate, Ministry of Public Security and Ministry of 
Justice countersigned on the notification calling for active engagement and 
coordination in promoting the reform of the standardization of sentencing.  
The sentencing suggestion has since then been introduced nation widely in a 
phased manner.  In this context, it is currently a key task for procuratorial 
organs to introduce a sound mechanism of sentencing suggestion into the 
existing judicial system, and then to make a reasonable and full use of the 
power to sentencing suggestion in an effort to fully exercise their 
responsibilities in lawsuit supervision. This paper proceeds from the practice of 
sentencing suggestion of M city’s procuratorial organs, discusses the problems 
and vulnerabilities during the operating of the sentencing suggestion 
mechanism, and therefore makes tailored proposals on how to optimize the 
mechanism. 
The article has 4chapters. Chapter 1mainly elaborates on the social 
background against which the issue of sentencing suggestion arises and its 
actual significance. The social background features in the abuse of sentencing 
by courts gravely damaging judicial justice, the realization of the criminal 
policy of tempering justice with mercy, and the compliance with the common 















actual significance is illustrated by the importance to secure legal equality and 
justice, to increase lawsuit efficiency, to accelerate the regulation of sentencing 
standardization, to protect defendant’s legal rights, as well as to enhance the 
capabilities of judges and procurators and their working quality. 
Chapter 2discusses both the jurisprudence and legal basis for the power to 
sentencing suggestion. 
Chapter3examines the practical operation of the mechanism of sentencing 
suggestion, reveals how it works in real life by illustrating cases of relevance 
handled by various procuratorial organs particularly the ones in M city. 
Chapter4offers an analysis on the practical dilemmas of the sentencing 
suggestion and raises specific proposals on improvements by highlighting the 
following 7 (seven) aspects: the absence of consensus on sentencing standards 
by both procuratorates and courts;the implications that the popular adoption of 
pecuniary penalty has on the accuracy of sentencing suggestion;the partially 
establishment of evidence discovery system; the unbalance between sentencing 
and evidence investigation;the mere formality for argumentation at 
sentencing;the inadequate argumentation during sentencing suggestion; and the 
absence of secure mechanism. 
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引  言 
 1
引  言 
量刑建议兴起于上世纪 90 年代的量刑建议改革，主要由检察机关发动
实施，由 1999 年 8 月北京市东城区人民检察院率先试行“公诉人当庭发
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